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Informing the public and political leaders about resilient positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) issues is a major part of the RNT Foundation’s mission as a scientific and educational charity. The foundation does this in a variety of ways including in-person meetings, public presentations, interviews with media organizations, its website and social media.

Preserving the foundation’s impartiality and credibility are essential. Official RNT Foundation communications in all forms will:

- Encourage adoption of policies and systems that support Protecting, Toughening, and Augmenting GPS/GNSS services.
- Provide references to reports, studies and actions from appropriate reputable sources whenever possible, and
- Avoid speculation (the speculation by reputable experts may be reported if properly attributed),

Logos of organizations that members of the foundations shall not be used on correspondence.

Nothing in this policy is meant to limit the ability of RNT Foundation Directors to offer opinions or otherwise interact with the media or others. When deviating from the above guidelines, directors shall ensure that it is clear they are speaking as private individuals vice representatives of the foundation.

Martin Faga, Vice President